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Summary
Thought experiments have been used as an effective methodological approach to advance theory in numerous scientific fields. However, they are underutilized in organizational behavior (OB) and adjacent fields. Accordingly, we conducted a comprehensive and multidisciplinary literature review of thought experiments that entailed 174 sources in economics, psychology, marketing, medicine, sociology, finance, and other fields. We used insights from this literature review to define and describe the unique nature of thought experiments and offer a taxonomy of four main types based on a theory’s development stage (i.e., early vs. late) and a study’s theoretical goal (i.e., confirmation vs. disconfirmation). We also provide a decision-making tree useful for evaluating whether conducting a thought experiment is beneficial for a particular research situation and which of the four types is most likely to produce a meaningful contribution. Then, we offer best-practice recommendations for conducting thought experiments that address how to plan, execute, report results, and discuss implications. In addition, we demonstrate the potential of thought experiments by using the best-practice recommendations to design and conduct a thought experiment in the domain of workplace allyship. Finally, we offer suggestions for future substantive research that would benefit from thought experiment methodology (i.e., diversity, equity, and inclusion; leadership; performance; selection and recruitment; teams; and turnover). Overall, our article offers a comprehensive review and recommendations that we hope will be a catalyst for using thought experiments to advance theory in OB and related fields.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Thought experiments are judgments about what would happen if an imagined scenario were real (Gendler, 1998, 2010; Kornberger & Mantere, 2020). Thought experiments are also commonly referred to as thought trials (Dietrich & Haider, 2015), imaginary illustrations (Lennox, 1991), and metatheorizing (Carr & Zanetti, 1999). As noted by Folger and Turillo (1999), “thought experiments illustrate one way that theorizing can bridge the gap between the abstract and the concrete” (p. 742). Thought experiments have effectively created novel insights and advanced theory in numerous scientific fields for decades (e.g., Brown, 2011; Sorensen, 2017). For example, thought experiments have been used to reconceptualize how artificial intelligence can change information systems (Davies, 1989), deconstruct constructivism in philosophy (Kruger, 2002), understand a plausible strategy for determining when modifications are desirable regarding tropical cyclone landfall predictions (Klima & Morgan, 2012), and challenge the conventional profits-versus-people tension in economics (Hatherly et al., 2020). Overall, by presenting hypothesized alternate explanations, extending extant theory to include new contexts, and providing counterexamples for prevailing theories, fields such as economics, public and international policy, physics, ethics, and many others have utilized thought experiments to produce novel and useful theoretical insights.

Unfortunately, except for a few notable exceptions (e.g., Cornelissen & Durand, 2012; Folger & Turillo, 1999), the use of thought experiments is virtually absent from research in organizational behavior (OB) and adjacent fields such as human resource management, industrial and organizational psychology, entrepreneurship, and strategy. We believe there are at least two reasons for the underutilization of thought experiments. First, thought experiments are not usually taught in research methods courses in doctoral programs in management and related fields (e.g., Tett et al., 2013). Thus, OB researchers may not have sufficient opportunities to acquire the competencies needed to conduct thought experiments. Second, most OB researchers may not know what thought experiments are and their benefits. Relatedly, on a more pragmatic note, most researchers may not be aware that thought experiments are cost-efficient compared with more traditional types of experiments and can be conducted for little to no financial cost.

The purpose of our article is to demonstrate the usefulness of thought experiments to advance theory in OB and adjacent fields such as human resource management, industrial and organizational psychology, entrepreneurship, and strategy. First, we describe procedures we implemented in conducting a comprehensive and multidisciplinary literature review. Second, we define and describe the unique nature of thought experiments. Third, we offer a taxonomy of four main types based on a theory’s development stage (i.e., early vs. late) and a study’s theoretical goal (i.e., confirmation vs. disconfirmation). Fourth, based on our review, we offer best-practice recommendations for deciding whether to conduct a thought experiment and which type, and how to plan and execute as well as report results and discuss implications. Fifth, to not only tell but also show the potential of thought experiments, we implement the best-practice recommendations to design and conduct a thought experiment in the domain of workplace allyship. Finally, we offer suggestions for future substantive research that would benefit from thought experiment methodology in the illustrative areas of diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI), leadership, performance, selection and recruitment, teams, and turnover. Overall, our article offers best-practice recommendations based on a comprehensive review that we hope will be a catalyst for using thought experiments to advance theory in OB and related fields.

2 | LITERATURE REVIEW

We used the Business Source Complete (i.e., 3,427 business sources) and PsychINFO (i.e., 2,275 behavioral and social science sources) databases to conduct our review. These two databases include academic journals, trade publications, book chapters, dissertations, and magazines. Our search covered the period from January 1926 through April 2021. Given the different terminology used to refer to thought experiments across fields, we used the following list of keywords: thought experiment, imagined scenario, imaginary experiments, gedankenexperiment, metatheorizing, thought trials, imaginary cases, and trolley problem.

Our initial search resulted in 999 records, 580 from Business Source Complete, and 419 from PsychINFO. Many records were identified by both databases because of their overlap in journal coverage. Therefore, we first eliminated duplicates, which resulted in 772 unique records. Then, we eliminated records that, although they had included at least one of our keywords, did not actually describe a thought experiment. For example, some included at least one of our keywords, but the article described a computer simulation or empirical experiment involving data. Finally, we also eliminated sources that merely referred to thought experiments as a method that could be used for future research without actually conducting an experiment or offering design or implementation recommendations about thought experiments. In the end, our review relied on 174 sources: 146 journal articles, 12 book chapters, eight law reviews, four magazine articles, one book, one dissertation, one essay, and one online content item. In the interest of transparency, the list of the 174 sources is included in the Supporting Information.

Our review revealed that thought experiments have been used to address a variety of topics across several fields including economics (Mankiw, 2013), psychology (Fischer, 2009; Holt, 1999; Nanay, 2015), marketing (Christian, 1963; Van Bockhaven & MatthysSENS, 2021), medicine (Burton et al., 2006), sociology (Miller, 2006; Turner, 2017), finance (Vasileiou, 2021), and strategy (Bankins & Waterhouse, 2019), among others. Regarding the field of OB, the list of sources in the Supporting Information shows that only 14 articles address OB-related topics (e.g., Bankins & Formosa, 2020; Cornelissen & Durand, 2012; Folger & Turillo, 1999). To put this meager number in perspective, consider that several dozen journals publish OB research and Journal of Organizational Behavior and Journal of Applied Psychology alone have published more than 20,000 articles since their inception. Our finding that only 14 articles describe thought experiments provides empirical evidence about their very low rate of use, particularly
compared with other more popular types of research designs and data collection procedures (e.g., Aguinis et al., 2009; Scandura & Williams, 2000).

### 3 | UNIQUE DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS OF THOUGHT EXPERIMENTS

 Thought experiments take place in a unique setting: the laboratory of the mind (Brown, 2011). As such, thought experiments are uniquely distinct from more traditional types of experiments, including those involving hypothetical scenarios such as vignette studies and Monte Carlo simulations. Specifically, thought experiments are unique regarding the (1) nature of independent and dependent variables, (2) number of independent variables that can be manipulated, (3) type of and sample size, and (4) ethical and legal considerations associated with implementing the experiment.

First, the independent and dependent variables are imagined (Hatherly et al., 2020; Kuhn, 1964; McAllister, 1996) and not empirically manipulated or measured. For example, in more traditional field and lab experiments (including vignette studies), researchers include empirical manipulations of independent variables (Aguinis & Bradley, 2014; Cook et al., 2002; Eden, 2017; Highhouse, 2009). However, thought experiments do not include such empirical manipulations of independent variables. Instead, in thought experiments researchers manipulate independent variables in imagined scenarios. For instance, Hong (2012) expanded the understanding of how knowledge management theories are adopted by mentally manipulating the characteristics of routines that may influence this process.

Second, thought experiments are unique because of their ability to include a virtually unlimited number of independent variables. In contrast, traditional empirically-based experiments are limited due to sample size constraints (Ferguson & Ketchen, 1999) or participant limitations such as fatigue, response acquiescence, and social desirability (Schwab, 2005). Relatedly, traditional experiments are also limited by logistical and resource constraints such as the cost and time involved in empirically manipulating too many independent variables. Because thought experiments are conducted in the researcher's mind, they are uninhibited by such resource limitations other than a researcher's imagination.

Another key characteristic distinguishing thought experiments from traditional types of experiments is the study's sample. Traditional OB experiments involve human participants, which require a significant time commitment through recruiting and compensation costs (Aguinis et al., 2021). In addition, in traditional experiments there is a need to obtain a sample size that is large enough to allow for data analyses at adequate levels of statistical power. None of these requirements are of concern for thought experiments because, again, they take place within the mind of a researcher, and therefore do not require human participants.

Finally, traditional experiments in OB and related fields require ethical considerations due to the involvement of people as research participants. Understandably, traditional experiments require appropriate approval from an institutional review board (IRB) that evaluates potential risks. Because thought experiments are imagined, they are not subject to the same ethical and legal considerations as traditional experiments requiring IRB approval. This feature is particularly attractive for researchers interested in investigating socially sensitive phenomena (Barnes et al., 2018) (e.g., racial discrimination, sexual harassment, workplace bullying) or other invasive inquiries, for which traditional experiments pose a substantial risk to participants and therefore require understandably complex IRB approval processes—or are not possible at all (Boser, 2007; Liberale & Kovach, 2017).

### 4 | TAXONOMY OF THOUGHT EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present a taxonomy of thought experiments. We classify thought experiments along two dimensions: (a) Theory's development stage: Early versus late (Colquitt & Zapata-Phelan, 2007) and (b) study’s primary theoretical purpose: Theory disconfirmation versus theory confirmation (Brown, 1986; Popper, 1959). This taxonomy is useful for two purposes. First, it is useful for understanding the different types of thought experiments conducted in the past and their distinct value-added contributions. Second, this taxonomy can be used to choose which type of thought experiment would be most appropriate for a particular situation and particular theory-based goals. Accordingly, this taxonomy is also useful for making design choices in future research involving thought experiments, as we describe in more detail later in our article.

As a preview, Figure 1 includes a summary of the four main types of thought experiments. Next, we describe each type in detail and also provide examples to illustrate each.

#### 4.1 | Type I: Early theory stage and theory confirmation purpose

Type I involves a situation where a researcher wants to build theory and hopes to confirm it rather than disconfirm it. A prominent example of this type of thought experiment is Newton’s cannonball (Newton, 1728). Early into his work on the theory of gravity and how it affects orbiting celestial bodies, Newton sought to confirm his ideas using a thought experiment. Newton imagined cannons firing cannonballs atop higher and higher mountains with increasing velocity. He surmised through this thought experiment that, eventually, the cannonballs would orbit the earth, confirming his nascent theoretical propositions on the nature of gravity.

#### 4.2 | Type II: Early theory stage and theory disconfirmation purpose

Type II involves a thought experiment wherein a counterfactual or paradoxical situation is created in the early stages of theory
development. Specifically, this type of thought experiment evaluates a nascent theory by reimagining an alternate explanation that must also be plausible. Schrödinger’s cat (Schrödinger, 1935) is an exemplar of this type of thought experiment. The fate of a (hypothesized) cat hinges on a subatomic event that may or may not occur according to the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics, which implies that the cat would be simultaneously alive and dead. However, someone observing the cat in the box would observe it to be alive or dead. Thus, Schrödinger conducted a thought experiment in which the theory he sought to question breaks down or results in a paradoxical event, thus disconfirming this early-stage theory and forcing theoretical refinement in the process of theory building.

4.3 | Type III: Late theory stage and theory confirmation purpose

A Type III thought experiment involves attempting to confirm a more developed theory. An example is Galileo and the Leaning Tower of Pisa in which he tested the more developed Aristotelian theory of gravity. According to Moody (1951), this thought experiment took place in the year 1589. Galileo is said to have imagined dropping two bodies from the top of the Tower of Pisa to show that the times of their fall would be equal, although the objects differed regarding their weight. The story is that this thought experiment evolved into Galileo actually climbing to the top of the tower and dropping the objects. According to Moody, this thought experiment is particularly noteworthy because it is paradigmatic in “the interpretation of the history of ideas” (p. 164). According to other theories, particularly Aristotle’s theory of gravity, objects of varying mass were surmised to fall at different rates. Galileo’s thought experiment helped to confirm his own already-developed theoretical propositions.

4.4 | Type IV: Late theory stage and theory disconfirmation purpose

A Type IV thought experiment creates imaginary paradoxical situations in an attempt to disconfirm a more developed theory. For example, Einstein famously imagined himself simultaneously riding a beam of light and observing that same beam of light from a distance. By implementing a thought experiment in which he imagined what both versions of himself would witness, he created a paradoxical situation given the parameters of the prevalent emission theory of light. Thus, he could disconfirm extant theory by using what he termed a Gedankenexperiment (i.e., “thought experiment” in German). Eventually, he developed his own theory of the nature of light and gravity.

5 | THOUGHT EXPERIMENTS: BEST-PRACTICE RECOMMENDATIONS

In this section, we provide recommendations on how to decide whether to conduct a thought experiment and which type, and how to plan, execute, report results, and discuss implications of a thought experiment. Following best practices in conducting a methodological
literature review, we created our recommendations as described by Aguinis et al. (2023). Specifically, the process involved a critical review of the 174 sources included in the Supporting Information. Our goal was not to conduct a systematic content or text analysis. Rather, we extracted recommendations from the 174 sources based on supporting evidence about their appropriateness across sources (i.e., triangulation of supporting evidence).

We organize our best-practice recommendations as follows. First, for anyone potentially interested in using this methodological approach, the initial step in the process involves deciding whether conducting a thought experiment may be helpful for a given research situation and goals. Second, assuming the first step results in a decision to conduct a thought experiment, we describe how to plan it (i.e., theory considerations). Third, we offer recommendations on how to execute a thought experiment (i.e., research design considerations). Fourth, we provide recommendations on how to report results. Finally, we offer suggestions on how to describe implications. As a preview of the material that follows, Table 1 includes a summary of our recommendations for each of these four stages.

### 5.1 | Deciding whether to conduct a thought experiment and which type

Although we believe that thought experiments have great potential for advancing theory in OB and other fields, we are certainly not

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1 Summary of best-practice recommendations for deciding whether to conduct a thought experiment (and which type), planning and executing it, reporting results, and discussing implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Deciding whether to conduct a thought experiment and which type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Planning a thought experiment: Theory considerations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Executing a thought experiment: Research design considerations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Reporting results of a thought experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Discussing implications of a thought experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

advocating their use in all situations and contexts. Accordingly, the first step involves deciding the appropriateness of conducting a thought experiment based on the particular research situation and goals. Figure 2 summarizes a decision tree to determine whether conducting a thought experiment is potentially useful for making theory advancements and, if so, what type of thought experiment is most appropriate based on the taxonomy we described earlier and summarized in Figure 1.

5.2 | Decision Point #1: Is there a need to confirm or disconfirm theory?

The first decision point involves clarifying whether there is a need to confirm or disconfirm theory (Wempe, 2008). In other words, is there a theoretical proposition or assumption to be confirmed or disconfirmed (Brun, 2017; Jalal & Ramachandran, 2017)? On the other hand, if the goal is primarily to conduct exploratory research, it is unlikely that using thought experiments will result in substantial theory advancements.

5.3 | Decision Point #2: Can an imagined scenario model the theory?

The second decision point asks whether the researcher can conceive a scenario that succinctly and effectively models the theory to be tested. Scenarios should have a storylike narrative that brings the thought experiment to life in a manner that helps the reader follow the researcher’s line of reasoning for their confirmation or disconfirmation assertion (Folger & Turillo, 1999). In this regard, the examples we described to illustrate each of the four types in our taxonomy are useful exemplars that can be used as templates for future thought experiments. For example, Einstein effectively modeled complex concepts of physics that non-experts are able to understand. Likewise, Newton modeled the highly abstract concept of gravity. The researcher, in other words, must be a raconteur to theorize and “bridge the gap between the abstract and the concrete” (Folger & Turillo, 1999, p. 742). Thought experiments can also arise from different situations, including real-life experiences and situations from the distant past or present (e.g., Fisher, 2020; Leicester, 2012; Stögbauer & Komlos, 2004) or completely new situations (Elias & Gallagher, 2014; Haukioja, 2020). In sum, the second decision point refers to whether and how the theory can be modeled in the thought experiment.

5.4 | Decision Point #3: Is the theory well developed?

The third decision point is about the theory’s development stage. In other words, whether the theory is in the early (i.e., less developed) or late (i.e., more developed) stage. For example, returning to the exemplar thought experiments included in Figure 1, Newton’s cannonball
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and Schrödinger’s cat addressed early-stage theories, whereas Galileo and the Leaning Tower and Einstein riding a beam of light addressed late-stage theories.

5.5 | Decision Point #4: Is the purpose theory confirmation or disconfirmation?

The fourth decision point asks whether the goal is theory confirmation or disconfirmation. For example, DeMartino et al. (2016) confirmed theory in their thought experiment on fair trade, whereas Bozeman and Feeney (2007) disconfirmed their focal theory on mentoring. From our exemplar experiments, Galileo and the Leaning Tower exemplifies a scenario where the purpose is theory confirmation (of a well-developed theory), leading to a Type III experiment. Schrödinger’s cat exemplifies a scenario where the purpose is theory disconfirmation (of an early-stage theory), leading to a Type II experiment. Thus, whereas Decision Point 1 should be answered with a simple “yes” or “no,” Decision Point 4 should be answered explicitly as “theory confirmation” or “theory disconfirmation.”

5.6 | Planning a thought experiment: Theory considerations

Once a decision has been made to conduct a thought experiment, the next step is planning it. Creating an engaging and convincing “mind model” for the experiment is crucial to facilitate a better understanding of complex abstractions (Botha, 2019). This is done by understanding and relaying the theory being tested, including its propositions, dimensions, and assumptions. Thus, planning a thought experiment requires identifying existing theory (either nascent or well developed) and deciding to test the theory by confirming or disconfirming it. This can be achieved by specifying a point of dissension or agreement (e.g., a debate in the literature or a commonly misunderstood relationship between similar concepts) that justifies the need for a thought experiment. Whereas early-stage theoretical testing relies on sparse or disparate studies, later stage theoretical testing relies on more abundant literature and better-developed and established ideas.

First, “setting the scene” (Reichstein, 2019, p. 57) requires conjuring a “mind model” constructed by reviewing key constructs, variables, and any relevant background information (Botha, 2019; Wempe, 2008). Of note, given sufficient knowledge of a theory, researchers can begin mentally experimenting without having to conduct additional background research. For example, Einstein and Newton did not explicitly set out to do a thought experiment; however, they had sufficient knowledge to begin experimenting within their minds. Einstein performed many Gedankenexperiments in his idle time, which led to the development of his thought experiment involving riding a beam of light. However, when performing a Gedankenexperiment, Einstein still explicitly made the theory tested explicit, as was the case with his beam of light experiment addressing how the emission theory of light was unfeasible. Caste (1992) exemplified this best practice in his own thought experiment. Specifically, Caste clearly communicated to the reader that he explicitly sought to disconfirm the employee productivity proposition as a valid justification for mandatory drug testing. Caste noted that the employee productivity proposition “states that since the employer has purchased the employee’s time, the employer has a proprietary right to ensure that the time purchased is used as efficiently and productively as possible” (p. 301). He conducted a thought experiment to demonstrate how the belief in this proposition as a valid justification for mandatory drug testing also commits one logically to morally repugnant consequences (e.g., employers having a proprietary right to mandate the use of a pain-inducing drug to increase employee efficiency).

The theoretical assumptions that form the boundaries of the experiment should be explicit. For example, Hong (2012) used an organized table to quickly summarize the assumptions of the key concepts relating to the experiment. To facilitate both creating an effective mental model and addressing assumptions, diagrams or figures can also help set the scene visually. As an illustration, Botha (2019) used several diagrams to explain the mind model of the experiment. Alternatively, Wempe (2008) used two tables to ground the reader in the assumptions, logic, and domain characteristics of the thought experiment as it relates to different theories under comparison.

5.7 | Executing a thought experiment: research design considerations

The execution stage involves conducting the thought experiment in the laboratory of the mind with a well-defined model developed in the planning stage. Foremost, thought experiments should seek to test theory. Folger and Turillo (1999) recommended that researchers be raconteurs, which involves “thinking in narrative, storylike terms provides a route to theorizing via abstraction” (p. 754). This recommendation is highlighted by Jabri and Pounder’s (2001) argument that “narratives express the richness and diversity of human experiences and thus challenge simplistic analyses of managerial issues ... Narrative is the expression of actual human experience” (p. 682).

The narrative can take shape either by using an existing thought experiment (Harre & Wang, 1999; Lucas, 2003; Wempe, 2008), altering one to suit the particular needs of a theory (Emmerich & Gordijn, 2018; Lucas, 2003; Otero-Iglesias & Weissenegger, 2020), or creating an entirely novel one (Elias & Gallagher, 2014). Researchers should also consider adopting thought experiments from completely different fields (Nanay, 2015; Vasileiou, 2021), using multiple thought experiments (Lachenicht, 1993), basing a thought experiment on a real-life experience or situation (Fisher, 2020), and using metaphors (Wempe, 2008). For example, McMullen (2018) examined entrepreneurial ecosystems as organizational hybrids akin to biological hybrids.

While thought experiments offer a great deal of freedom compared with other types of experiments, researchers should use “disciplined imagination.” As explained by Weick (1989), “‘discipline’ in theorizing comes from consistent application of selection criteria to
trial-and-error thinking, and the ‘Imagination’ in theorizing comes from deliberate diversity introduced into the problem statements, thought trials, and selection criteria that comprise that thinking” (p. 516). As such, disciplined imagination means that an underlying internal and external logic should make practical sense and can be conveyed to a reader (Caste, 1992; Hong, 2012; Mankiw, 2013; Wempe, 2008). Therefore, even the most fantastical thought experiments (e.g., Einstein riding a beam of light) are explained and grounded in natural and explainable phenomena that effectively convey abstract ideas.

To give a thought experiment more breadth, researchers may also decide to include multiple thought experiments (Burge, 1979; Lachenicht, 1993) or create new what if counterfactual scenarios to narratively apply and explain abstract theoretical mechanisms (Leicester, 2012; Stögbauer & Komlos, 2004). For example, when considering behavioral solutions to the AIDS crisis, Lachenicht (1993) conducted multiple thought experiments, with slight variations, to contrast ideas. Another useful approach for including several thought experiments is to consider adding what-if counterfactual scenarios to ground abstract theory narratively. In an effort to demonstrate the effects of fiscal policy, Stögbauer and Komlos (2004) used the Nazi seizure of power to create a counterfactual thought experiment.

5.8 Reporting results of a thought experiment

To report results of thought experiments, researchers must guide readers through the experiment and justify the choices made. First, the type of thought experiment used, as summarized in the taxonomy in Figure 1, should be detailed to orient the reader as to the nature of the thought experiment (early vs. late stage, confirmation vs. disconfirmation).

Second, it is essential to justify why the method was used, given the situational context of the theory. For example, Reichstein (2019), in examining whether prisoners have the right to die, explained how: “Few European jurisdictions are close to implementing a ‘right to die’ for citizens, and they are even further away from a ‘right to die for prisoners’. But that does not mean we should not engage with the idea. When we engage in utopian thinking, considering what our society could and should look like, we can come across and highlight shortcomings and problems for the status quo” (p. 56). Given the situational context, utopian thought was used and justified as there were no alternatives to consider that particular situation.

Readers should be given a clear description of all key concepts given the abstract nature of thought experiments, particularly for boundary conditions (Botha, 2019; Caste, 1992; Hong, 2012; Nothhaft & Stensson, 2019). As an illustration, Bozeman and Feeney (2007) explained that “often the concepts presented are suggestive, identifying the attributes of mentoring rather than stipulating the meaning of the concept itself and, in particular, its boundary conditions” (p. 721). They went on to cite several researchers who failed to define their focal construct. Hatherly et al. (2020) defined the central concept of the thought experiment to ensure clarity in how they defined stakeholders.

To more fully immerse the reader in the experiment and help detail what occurred in the imagination of the researcher, researchers should also consider including a figure or diagram to help ground the thought experiment and bring it to life (Botha, 2019; Brown, 2011; Nothhaft & Stensson, 2019). Figures can help facilitate understanding as well as provide evidence for the explanations for each of the questions raised in the imagined scenario (Botha, 2019; Brown, 2011). In other words, given the proposed specifications of the thought experiment, it should explain what the outcome is given proposed boundaries (Caste, 1992; Mankiw, 2013).

Finally, while thought experiments do not create empirical data, data can be used to inform thought experiments. Stated differently, results can be supplemented and enhanced by connecting the thought experiment to historical evidence or archival data (Kadvany, 2010) or including qualitative data (Van Bockhoven & MatthysSENS, 2017). To this effect, part of the results reporting process includes incorporating lived experiences to enhance realism and fully immerse readers into the narrative scenario (Fisher, 2020).

5.9 Discussing implications of a thought experiment

Discussing implications begins with presenting the proposed shift in thinking or perspective resulting from the thought experiment. For example, Mankiw (2013) explained the difference between the original position before the thought experiment and, if the policy in the thought experiment was enacted, potential outcomes. Raverty (2007) used the results of the thought experiment to consider how the focal construct, gender, affects an overall monastic framework. In addition, the results of the thought experiment can be integrated or reconciled with other theories to create a new theory or framework (Liu, 2017; Sarmiento & Shukla, 2011; Wolfe, 2000).

While many groundbreaking and paradigm-shifting results have originated from thought experiments, “Thought experiments do not always reveal deep truths ... there is always the possibility that the thought experiment might reveal a truth which would otherwise have remained obscure” (Lachenicht, 1993, p. 15). For example, Hong (2012) used a thought experiment, not to create a new grand theory on international trade, but simply to raise key questions of how processes are adapted to foreign environments.

Finally, discussing implications also includes a consideration of interdisciplinary linkages. As an example, Darnell (2001) discussed how Sapi’s work made connections between psychiatry and cultural anthropology and how, metaphorically, the two disciplines represented the two sides of a coin: “Cultural anthropologists, psychiatrists, sociologists, and so on should pool the insights deriving from their particular viewpoints so as to arrive at a full picture of the whole of human existence. Multiplicity of viewpoints could compensate to some extent for the impossibility of objectivity by any human observer” (p. 19). As another illustration, Smith (2007) applied the results of the shift in perception of the thought experiment to the “impact on the practical dimensions of the work of a manager” (p. 478).
Next, to show and not just tell that our recommendations are actionable, practically doable, and useful, and that thought experiments have great potential for making theory advancements, we describe an original thought experiment in the area of allyship. In doing so, we will implement our own recommendations in the same sequence in which they are summarized in Table 1.

6 | ALLYSHIP MY WAY OR YOUR WAY: A THOUGHT EXPERIMENT

Allyship refers to members of advantaged groups engaging in committed action to improve the treatment and status of members of a disadvantaged group (Droogendyk et al., 2016). Ostrove and Brown (2018) summarized this stream of research as follows: “Although dominant group allies have been increasingly studied by social psychologists interested in positive intergroup relations and the promotion of social justice, most of the existing research focuses on self-identified allies or dominant group individuals who are engaging in social justice activities” (p. 195).

Consider the following theoretical propositions based on extant theory: dominant group allies should (a) exhibit characteristics of both affirmation and informed action and (b) demonstrate “supportive contact”, or demonstrate care toward the beneficiary and oppose workplace inequality (Droogendyk et al., 2016, p. 318; Ostrove & Brown, 2018, p. 201). Accordingly, some researchers have placed the value of allyship on advantaged group members who are interested in positive intergroup relationships and social justice (Goodman, 2011). For example, researchers have explained the roles and responsibilities of allies (Spanierman & Smith, 2017) and identified the challenges of being a White ally (Sue, 2017). Nonetheless, this is a point of theoretical tension because there is a different perspective that the value of allyship is determined by the intended beneficiaries (Ashforth et al., 2016; Erskine & Bilimoria, 2019). We therefore conducted a thought experiment to clarify who should determine the value of allyship: A well-intentioned ally or the intended beneficiary. Next, we describe how we implemented our recommendations in each stage of our thought experiment.

6.2 | Decision Point #1: Is there a need to confirm or disconfirm theory?

In our illustrative experiment, there is a need to confirm or disconfirm the theory regarding the understanding of allyship. Our rationale is based on the theoretical tension regarding who determines the value of allyship. Confirming or disconfirming this aspect of allyship research via a thought experiment should also provide insights regarding the difference between effective allyship and performative allyship. Performative allyship is “where well-meaning people with power and privilege show interest in becoming an ally but do not engage in the ongoing emotional labor, self-reflection, continuous education, courage, commitment, and exchange of power inherent in true allyship” (Erskine & Bilimoria, 2019, p. 329).

6.3 | Decision Point #2: Can an imagined scenario model the theory?

A storylike narrative scenario can be imagined wherein the theory is tested efficiently and effectively. As such, our answer is “yes.” Specifically, a situation wherein allyship theory is tested in a relatable and understandable situation. For example, imagine an allyship situation in academia where a minority female faces a situation placing her majority male supervisor in an allyship role.

6.4 | Decision Point #3: Is the theory well developed?

There is a dearth of literature on workplace allyship in OB. However, it has much deeper roots in other fields in which it has studied extensively (e.g., social sciences: Case, 2012; Droogendyk et al., 2016; Ostrove & Brown, 2018). Thus, while the theory is being applied in a relatively new OB context, the theoretical propositions are considered from later stage theory. Consequently, our answer is “yes,” theory in this domain is well-developed.

6.5 | Decision Point #4: Is the purpose theory confirmation or disconfirmation?

The purpose of our thought experiment is to confirm theory. Specifically, we seek to confirm the allyship proposition that argues that the value of allyship is determined by the intended beneficiary (Erskine & Bilimoria, 2019). Based on the decision tree summarized in Figure 1, a Type III thought experiment is the most appropriate.

Next, we implemented recommendations about planning, executing, reporting, and discussing implications as summarized in Table 1.
6.6  Planning a thought experiment: Theory considerations

We sought to confirm extant allyship theory to support key characteristics and assumptions in our narrative. Thus, our research question inquires who should determine the value of allyship. Given the inherent racial and gender implications, along with power dynamics in allyship research, we contextualize our theory in an imagined scenario including how White male allies should respond to Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) women colleagues’ requests for support in the workplace. We also inquire about the consequences for dismissing specific requests for support.

We also propose that the practice of allyship in organizations emphasizes acknowledging the value of self-determination wherein advantaged others may act to remedy organizational harms that violate the self-determined action of disadvantaged persons. Specifically, in cases in which White male allies can intervene to remedy harmful or marginalizing organizational action (Warren et al., 2020), we explore what is considered effective allyship and propose that effective allyship is supportive action (in this case, by White male allies) that affirms the self-determination (Gagné & Deci, 2005) of the beneficiary. In sum, our thought experiment involved implementing recommendations for the planning stage summarized in Table 1 such as establishing the theoretical domain by reviewing key constructs, variables, and relevant information to create a mind model and set the scene for the experiment, and targeting specific theoretical propositions.

6.7  Executing a thought experiment: Research design considerations

Our goal is to confirm theoretical allyship propositions (Ostrove & Brown, 2018) in cases in which White male allies intervene to remedy harmful or marginalizing organizational action. Our thought experiment is parsimonious and allows for the application of domain-specific theories. By following recommendations for the execution stage summarized in Table 1, we created the following:

Dr. Beauford Manigold, Chair of the Finance Department at a top-tier private research university, has been asked to meet with Dr. Dianne Winfrey, a junior faculty member recruited three years ago as a part of a university-wide faculty diversity and inclusion initiative. Dr. Manigold is a White male recruited to the Department 10 years ago from a very prestigious university and has quickly risen through the ranks into informal and formal leadership in his department, university, and field. During the initiative, Dr. Winfrey, a young African American woman, was the only junior faculty member recruited to the university’s School of Business. Dr. Winfrey is also the first African American/Latina woman to be recruited into a tenure track position in the department. She recently had her third-year review and received an additional year of reprieve to improve her dossier after appealing (with the Dean) a recommendation from the review committee not to renew her contract. Specifically, the committee cited her lack of progress on reputable publications in the field and not being a visible part of the department’s academic community. Dr. Manigold feels compelled to support Dr. Winfrey, as he played a significant role in recruiting her. He invites Dr. Winfrey to an informal meeting to discuss her email formally responding to the department’s review process and her appeal. In her email, she lists three concerns that she hopes to discuss during their meeting. Her concerns include: (1) the lack of community in the department and her inability to connect with colleagues, (2) although she has not met “expected” benchmarks regarding publications, her scholarly work is mainly qualitative, which she argues requires more time in the research and review process, and (3) she has been overwhelmed with the service requests for diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) initiatives and feels pressure from colleagues and “higher-ups” to serve on time-consuming committees. Paradoxically, Dr. Winfrey’s request from Dr. Manigold, the Department Chair, is to lobby on her behalf within the department and externally to renegotiate her benchmark requirements for tenure and dissuade others from requesting her participation in service work related to DEI efforts. However, Dr. Manigold believes that asking for either on her behalf would compromise her standing in the university and shed a negative light on the department that wants to uphold rigorous requirements for faculty tenure. For the paradox to exist, several assumptions are rejected: Dr. Manigold has experience supporting BIPOC women colleagues in this context, Dr. Winfrey has already acted on her own behalf, Dr. Winfrey knows which colleagues in the department voted against her tenure, and finally that Dr. Winfrey has substantial knowledge of the organizational systems of the university. Explicitly stating rejected assumptions allows the thought experimenter to conduct the exercise within certain boundary conditions.

Again, implementing our recommendations, we created Figure 3 to show visually and more clearly the options available to Dr. Manigold as a dominant group member. Those options include using his own judgment, consulting and collaborating with Dr. Winfrey on an alternative solution, or enacting Dr. Winfrey’s requests as she desires.
6.8 Reporting results of a thought experiment

Figure 3 also relies on relevant theoretical vantages of our thought experiment, namely, self-determination theory (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Gagné & Deci, 2005) and mentoring theory (Ragins & Kram, 2007). Subsequently, these two theoretical perspectives guide how we report the outcomes of Dr. Manigold’s dilemma of being an ally to Dr. Winfrey.

Ostrove and Brown (2018) proposed that dominant group allies should affirm the identity of the beneficiary, consider the beneficiary’s expressed needs, and demonstrate supportive action. Hence, we advance that the best course of action for Dr. Manigold is to first acknowledge Dr. Winfrey’s marginalized identity in her profession and learn from her experiences. In addition, we determined that Dr. Manigold must share his institutional knowledge (i.e., mentor Dr. Winfrey, see Blake-Beard et al., 2006; Ragins & Kram, 2007), collaborate on proposed solutions, and advocate on her behalf within the Department and University.

Alternatively, suppose that Dr. Manigold does not lobby in the manner as Dr. Winfrey wished to protect Dr. Winfrey from potential backfiring effects. In this scenario, Dr. Manigold seems to have legitimate concerns about unintended consequences. However, the argument can be made that Dr. Winfrey would not be considered an effective ally to Dr. Manigold, as his intended action may not fully consider what Dr. Winfrey believes will benefit her most. Thus, Dr. Manigold (by not fully considering Dr. Winfrey’s requests) may violate her self-determination and thwart her psychological need for intrinsic motivation and consequent internalization of strategies that may lead to her benefit (Gagné & Deci, 2005).

It is also important to acknowledge that in some respects, Dr. Manigold potentially has more knowledge of organizational factors given his tenure that may ultimately prevent Dr. Winfrey from succeeding if she approaches her concerns in the fashion she proposes. The opportunity to proactively mentor Dr. Winfrey allows Dr. Manigold to engender a sustaining positive relationship and enhance knowledge and skills that Dr. Winfrey may enact in future situations (Blake-Beard et al., 2006; Blake-Beard et al., 2017; Ragins & Kram, 2007). Given these factors, Dr. Manigold’s approach may also include an offer to share his institutional knowledge of the systems within which they are operating. Depending on the knowledge shared, Dr. Winfrey may feel supported and empowered in a manner that is consistent with Dr. Winfrey’s opportunity to enact self-determination, or Dr. Winfrey may feel as if she is being asked to assimilate and appease others due to “the system.”
6.9 | Discussing implications of a thought experiment

Our thought experiment confirms key theoretical propositions and advances theory by invoking self-determination and mentoring theories to ascertain Dr. Manigold’s best course of action. To this end, our thought experiment also resolved a point of theoretical tension in the allyship literature and demonstrated that it should be the intended beneficiaries who determine the value of allyship. In doing so, the difference between effective allyship and performative allyship becomes clearer as a result of our thought experiment. As noted by Erskine and Biliomoria (2019), “performative allies are driven by the need for validation and may intellectually understand the issues at hand, yet not sacrifice their personal or professional capital to challenge or transform systems that they benefit from, even unwittingly” (p. 329). Dr. Manigold may understand Dr. Winfrey’s situation yet be slow to fully challenge the current system (i.e., pre-existing institutional criteria for tenure). Thus, for Dr. Manigold to be an effective ally (not a performative ally), he must challenge the current systems to advocate for Dr. Winfrey.

Our thought experiment has implications for future research as well. As opposed to predominantly focusing on the role of self-identified allies from dominant groups, researchers can shift their focus to the role of intended beneficiaries. This shift in perspective should reveal insights regarding how effective allyship looks like to women, BIPOC, LGBTQIA+ employees, or members of any other marginalized group. Thus, future research could also examine allyship in a demographic-specific context as opposed to combining all “minoritized groups.” This approach would increase our understanding of the differences and similarities of various intended beneficiaries of allyship.

Furthermore, of critical significance is the exchange of organizational and institutional knowledge garnered via different experiential vantages. Our own thought experiment illustrates how we were able to uncover obscure truths. In the context of allyship, there are allies and intended beneficiaries. Thus, it is an exchange relationship and hopefully one that is mutually beneficial. In our thought experiment, there is an opportunity for Dr. Winfrey and Dr. Manigold to benefit from sharing knowledge about their different vantage points. While it is critical to uphold Dr. Winfrey’s self-determination, it should be noted that her self-determination may be amplified if she has more organizational knowledge. This type of collaboration can result in effective problem-solving, which has been demonstrated in other research domains (Guest & King, 2004; Pfeffer, 1981).

Next, we discuss the applicability of thought experiments as an untapped methodological approach in several OB areas. As illustrations, we focus on just six.

7 | ILLUSTRATIONS OF OB THEORIES AND DOMAINS THAT CAN BENEFIT FROM THOUGHT EXPERIMENTS

A 2008 special issue of Journal of Organizational Behavior included articles offering recommendations on what we should do, as a field, to move forward. For example, Edwards (2008) drew particular attention to the need to overcome methodological barriers to advance theory, particularly the overreliance and overemphasis on the methods researchers learn at the beginning of their careers. To remedy this challenge, Edwards recommended a shift in attitudes to overcome methodological barriers by adopting new methods that “see new ways to answer theoretical questions and perhaps identify questions that would not have occurred to us otherwise” (p. 484). Relatedly, Lefkowitz (2008) advocated for proactive methodological changes to overly “scientific” (p. 443) analysis due to eschewing humanistic values as they are viewed as antithetical to objective science. We believe that thought experiments are particularly suited to answer both of these calls. Many OB domains could benefit from thought experiments given their need to either confirm or disconfirm theories. We describe just six and Table 2 offers a summary of the material that follows.

First, diversity resides within a sizeable nomological network of theories, including social psychology, social identity, and categorization theories (Roberson et al., 2017). Diversity and inclusion has been studied in terms of sex and race composition (Blau, 1977; Kanter, 1977), diversity climate (Mor Barak, 2022), effects on firm performance (Sacco & Schmitt, 2005), and the importance of the diversity context (Joshi & Roh, 2009). Moving forward, Roberson et al. (2017) offered several recommendations to advance diversity theory, including employing diverse methodologies, broadening diversity contexts, and integrating different theoretical perspectives.

### TABLE 2 | Selected organizational behavior theories and domains that would benefit from thought experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theories and domains</th>
<th>Illustrative research questions to be answered using thought experiments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diversity and inclusion</td>
<td>Given a large nomological network and myriad theories from multiple fields, how can employing new methods, broadening the construct, and integrating different theoretical perspectives spur new theoretical insight?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>How can the dense leadership construct landscape be better understood with fewer related constructs? Is it possible to develop a more parsimonious full-range model of leadership?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>How can objective and subjective measures of performance be combined to form a more accurate picture of the performance construct?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection and recruitment</td>
<td>How can context-sensitive results be applied more broadly, and if so, what variables are responsible? Can complicated individual-difference-outcome relations be modeled more parsimoniously?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teams</td>
<td>How can the dynamic and emergent nature of teams be modeled while considering the multi-level units of analysis?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnover</td>
<td>Can post-turnover implications for both organizations and employees be conceptualized? How can turnover studies be expanded to better capture contextual issues?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thought experiments are not only well-suited for addressing each of these recommendations individually but also uniquely suited to address them simultaneously.

Leadership theories can directly and quickly benefit from thought experiments to address the issue of construct proliferation (Shaffer et al., 2016). Specifically, despite the myriad leadership constructs, scholars can offer little practical advice to practitioners regarding their use and implementation. The most popular constructs (charismatic-transformational and leader-member exchange, or LMX) suffer from serious deficiencies (e.g., Gottfredson & Aguinis, 2017). Both constructs offer similar advice; good leadership is associated with good outcomes (and vice-versa). Thus the dominant paradigms of charismatic-transformational and LMX are less than ideal. Some argue that scrapping them altogether may be a good idea (Van Knippenberg & Sitkin, 2013). Others advocate fixing them (Antonakis et al., 2016), recommend moving closer back to “square one” (Gottfredson et al., 2020; Judge et al., 2004), or call for creating a new full-range theory of leadership (Anderson & Sun, 2017). Thought experiments offer a method of quickly, easily, and cheaply addressing these thorny issues—at least in part.

Performance is a critical construct in organizational behavior, human resources, and strategy and, given its prominence, can be bolstered using thought experiments. Namely, numerous theories conceptualize performance as an individual, firm, or multilevel construct (DeNisi & Murphy, 2017; Koopmans et al., 2011; Viswesvaran & Ones, 2000; Welbourne et al., 1998). Despite the importance of the construct and the various conceptualizations, there has yet to be a simple but not simplistic, parsimonious framework for understanding performance. Each of the conceptualizations focuses on different levels of performance and leads to paradoxical results depending on a researcher’s preferred framework. Thought experiments offer opportunities to look at performance from different levels of abstraction to gain insight into a potentially unifying theoretical framework.

Thought experiments offer a unique method to consider how a large scope of multiple factors interact simultaneously, particularly how business, legal, and societal challenges impact the “supreme problem” of selection and recruitment (Hall, 1917; Ployhart et al., 2017). Individual difference-outcome relationships remain a concern for OB and human resource management researchers (Aguinis et al., 2005; Le et al., 2011). Additionally, the context in which personnel research is carried out is particularly sensitive, and results are difficult to generalize (Ployhart et al., 2017). Thought experiments offer a potential avenue to address an unlimited number of variables and, more importantly, change variables and contexts almost instantly within the laboratory of the mind. Thus, they offer a practical way to consider multiple factors under different circumstances to provide a barometer for which directions might prove fruitful for study.

Interest in teams has shifted from strictly focusing on individuals within teams to focus on the team itself and networks of teams (Mathieu et al., 2017). Team study emphasizes developing proper indices for measuring team effectiveness (Ilgen, 1999) at different levels of analysis, such as the team level (Hackman & Morris, 1975) and the individual level (O’Reilly, 1977). Teams research is thus a complex domain involving organizational structure and culture, leadership, and multi-team systems, and future directions point to the importance of considering its dynamic temporal nature (Cronin et al., 2011). However, acquiring large-scale, multilevel, and longitudinal data on teams takes considerable time and resources (Bradley & Aguinis, 2022). Thought experiments offer a relatively faster method to consider these types of questions. A thought experiment can also act as a starting point to decide the research direction before proceeding with a large-scale study.

Finally, turnover has been one of the most dominant and persistently studied areas in OB; however, there has been a significant change in how it has been studied since the turn of the century (Hom et al., 2017). Notably, more attention and focus have been given to staying rather than leaving (Mitchell et al., 2001). Hom et al. (2017) suggested that, given this new direction in research, there are several ways to advance turnover scholarship by theorizing about the change in turnover antecedents and consequences, investigating post-turnover implications for both employees and organizations, and expanding turnover studies to better capture context. Given the difficulties in studying individuals who have left the organization, thought experiments can be used to help theorize about why individuals leave by addressing these post-turnover concerns for both organizations and individuals, as well as considering those same concerns in different contexts.

8 | CONCLUDING REMARKS

Thought experiments have been responsible for significant breakthroughs in the history of science. However, despite the instrumental role they have played in improving our understanding of numerous phenomena, they have been used very rarely in OB and related fields including human resource management, industrial and organizational psychology, entrepreneurship, and strategy. As described by the many examples throughout our article, as well as our own substantive thought experiment in the domain of allyship, this underutilized methodological approach has many advantages and can result in meaningful theory advancements. Clearly, thought experiments are not a methodological silver bullet that will answer all questions and resolve all theoretical dilemmas. However, given their cost effectiveness and untapped benefits, OB researchers have little, if anything, to lose by conducting a thought experiment. We hope our best-practice recommendations will be useful and inspire future research using thought experiments in OB and related fields.

ENDNOTE

1 Studies preceded by an asterisk were used to generate recommendations in Table 1.
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